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A COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR TESTING THE THERMAL PERFORMANCE
OF VEHICLES USED TO TRANSPORT PERISHABLE FOODS

By Robert F. Guilfoy, Jr. 1/

SUMMARY

There are in existence, in various stages of development, at least nine
different national or international standards for testing the thermal perform-
ance of vehicles used to transport perishable foods. Some of these standards
are still in draft stage, while others have been completed and are being used
by the industries or governments concerned.

With the increasing importance of moving perishable foods in interna-
tional trade, it is becoming imperative that these standards be compatible
with one another. Otherwise, manufacturers and users may find that they have
to test vehicles according to more than one standard. In the end, such mul-
tiple testing would result in added costs for transportation.

This report compares nine test standards on the basis of some 47 differ-
ent points. A point-by-point comparison reveals that the nine standards are
not in complete agreement on any of these points. For example, the specified
test time for the heat transfer test of the vehicle body varies from 4 to 56
hours, even though the basic objective of the test is the same for all
standards

.

The comparative information set forth in this report is being published
to help other organizations and persons who may be involved in the development
or use of similar standards. Also, publication of this information will call
attention to the need for an international standard that would permit indus-
tries and governments involved in international trade to compare the perfor-
mance of thermal- type vehicles on a uniform basis.

INTRODUCTION

Both fresh and frozen foods are transported in what may be termed "ther-
mal-type" vehicles. For this report, a thermal- type vehicle is defined as one
designed to maintain a given inside temperature under given outside tempera-
ture conditions.

A thermal- type vehicle is different from other types of vehicles in that

its body is insulated and usually equipped with a refrigerating or heating
unit, or both. However, a thermal- type vehicle may be insulated only and
equipped with neither a refrigerating nor a heating unit.

To verify thermal performance, thermal- type vehicles are usually tested
to measure one or more of three basic performance factors. Those factors are:

1/ Research engineer, Agricultural Marketing Research Institute, North-
eastern Region, Agricultural Research Service, Beltsville, Md

.
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(1) Air leakage rate of the body; (2) heat transfer rate of the body; and (3)
ability to maintain inside temperature.

Other factors such as the temperature of the product when loaded, solar
radiation on the outside of the body, wind pressure on the body, and air infil-
tration during door openings also affect performance. However, these factors
relate to service conditions and must be dealt with separately from the three
basic factors mentioned previously.

Testing is normally done with the vehicle body empty. In this connec-
tion, it would be more realistic to have a load of perishable food in place to

provide normal airflow patterns within the vehicle. However, to use an actual
load would be costly. Moreover, there is as yet no practical method to simu-
late a load.

Tests are usually conducted in an insulated room in which the air tem-
perature, humidity, and airflow around the vehicle can be controlled.

STANDARDS FOR TESTING

At least nine different national and international organizations have
developed, or are in the process of developing, standards for testing thermal-
type vehicles. For the most part, each organization has developed its own
standard according to the needs of a particular geographical area or mode of
transportation. Until recently, there was no great need to coordinate efforts
among organizations.

In recent years, however, two developments have occurred which put a new
light on these standards. One is the increased use of thermal- type vehicles
in transporting perishable products between countries. The second is the

manufacture of equipment in one country for use in another.

Both of these developments make it necessary for the various test stand-
ards to be in agreement. Otherwise, manufacturers and users of equipment may
have to test equipment according to more than one standard. This, in turn,
would increase the cost to transport perishable foodstuffs.

It was with these thoughts in mind that a decision was made to compare
the various standards.

TEST METHODS ARRAYED

Nine different standards are compared in this report on the basis of the

official documents that describe these standards. A tenth standard, being
developed by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) , was not yet
available, and for that reason has not been included in the comparison.

In examining the documents that describe the various standards, it was
noted that there is no common format or sequence in which points are presented.
Therefore, it was difficult, if not impossible, to make a valid comparison by
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simply reading the documents. Rather, it was necessary to extract the perti-
nent points in each document and then to array the standards according to these
points

.

Shown in the Appendix is a summary of the nine standards arrayed accord-
ing to some 47 different points Comparison is made in five parts under the
headings of General, Air Leakage Test, Heat Transfer Test, Operational Cooling
Test, and Operational Heating Test.

Wherever possible, the exact wording, data, and accepted form of abbre-
viation of the reference document were retained. Where it was necessary to

reduce the number of words because of space limitation in this report, every
effort has been made to preserve the meaning and intent of the reference
document

.

All of the test methods deal with vehicles used to transport dry cargoes.

In addition, the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) standard also covers
tanks for liquid foodstuffs, as cited on pages 27, 31, 32, and 33.

DIVERGENCE AMONG TEST METHODS

A study of the information in the Appendix reveals that the nine stand-
ards are in partial agreement on some points but are not in full agreement on
any. Furthermore, there is considerable divergence among test methods, as

indicated by the following examples:

Refrigerating/heating units . Referring to page 10,

concerning whether the unit should be in place,
three methods indicate "yes," one "no," one "either
way," and the remaining four are silent on the

subject

.

Internal heating temperatures . Pages 31 and 32 show
a variation from 30° to 65° C (86° to 150° F) for
temperatures inside the vehicle, and from -18° to
32° C (0° to 90° F) for temperatures outside the

vehicle (in test room).

Minimum test time . Page 35 shows a variation from 4

to 56 hours.

DISCUSSION

With the increasing importance of international movement of perishable
foods, it is becoming imperative that manufacturers and users of thermal-type
vehicles have a common basis upon which to test and compare the performances
of this equipment. Otherwise, it may be necessary to test equipment according
to a certain method for one country and according to a different method for

another country. Accordingly, the cost for testing will be increased, which
will result in added cost for transporting perishable foods.
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The basic thermal performance of a vehicle can be determined without
regard to the mode of transportation. It is not necessary that there be a

different test method for a container, as compared with a railroad car, truck
(lorry), trailer, or semitrailer.

The many differences found among existing thermal test standards for
vehicles indicate a need for a single internationally recognized and accepted
standard. Perhaps the time has arrived for an appropriate international
organization to consider development of such a standard.
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Part I, General

Desig-
nation

Organization and reference document

MR Association of American Railroads, 17th & H Streets, N.W., Transportation Building,

Washington, D.C. 20006, U.S.A. From Exhibit "L" , entitled "Test Procedure for
no t- & rrm' n i n cr TJpji t TrflnQmi <j <;i nn Rfltp of Tn^ulated House flar^ Recommended Practices "

adopted 1968.

ABS American Bureau of Shipping, 45 Broad Street, New York, N.Y., 10004, U.S.A. From
Section 10 of the ABS Guide entitled "Refrigerated Cargo Containers."

BSI British Standards Institution, British Standards House, 2 Park Street, London, W. 1,

England. From British Standard 4424:1969, entitled " Methods for the Thermal

Performance Testing of Insulated Equipment for Transportation of Perishable Foodstuffs"

ECE Economic Commission for Europe, Palais des Nations, Geneva, Switzerland. From document

E/ECE/810/TRANS/563 , entitled "Agreement on the International Carriage of Perishable

Foodstuffs and on the Special Equipment to be used for such Carriage (ATP) ," 1

September, 19 70.

ISO International Organization for Standards, Secretariat of Technical Committee 104, 1430

Broadway, New York, N.Y., 10018, U.S.A. From document ISO TC 104/SC2/WGI (SECR. 7) 47,

entitled "Draft Proposal for Specification and Testing of Series 1 Freight Containers,

Part 2, Thermal Containers," June 1972 (subject to change before final adoption).

LLOYD Lloyds Register of Shipping, 71 Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.3, England. From

"Freight Container Certification Scheme," 1968.

MCECC Marine Container Equipment Certification Corporation , 358 St. Marks Place, Staten

Island, N.Y. , 10301, U.S.A. From unpublished test specifications, 1972.

TTMA Truck Trailer Manufacturers Association, 2430 Pennsylvania Ave. , N.W.
,
Washington,

D.C, 20037, U.S.A. From RP#38-72, entitled "Method for Rating Heat Transmission of

Refrigerated Vehicles,' May o, 19/2.

USDA United States Department of Agriculture, ARS
,
AMRI, Transp . & Pack. Res. Lab., 011A,

Beltsville, Maryland, 20705, U.S.A. From USDA report MRR No. 433, entitled "A Rating
*-\-.nA -Pi-*-*- d^}-P>-t rrn-r i t-aA Tv ai'lor 'RnH-ioc Haul i no PoT-TcViaVilp T?nnH Q " Spnt" PmhPT 1 Q nO

\y\je LilOQ lOi 1\S L. IT lgcra Leu udllcl duuico na u J. ± tig, rci louauic c kj\j\j o, jc^Lcmuci x j \j \j
,

reprinted May 1967.
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Part I, General (continued)

Desig-

nation
Sequence of structural, air leakage,

and heat transfer tests
Is refrigerating/heating unit (appliance)
in place (normal position) during tests?

AAR Air leakage test to be done before car is

heated for the heat transmission test.

Yes--heat transfer fluid shall be pumped
external to the car, and the connecting
valves shall be closed to prevent thermal
flow

.

ABS NM NM

BSI The tests covered by this standard shall
be carried out after completion of any

structural tests of the equipment which
may be required.

Yes- -Equipment refrigerated by its own
ILltCgia 1 UI11L silo L i- Lid VC LUC ULL1L d L LaLHCU
as for service.

ECE NM NM

ISO Air leakage test is to be carried out after

all structural tests have been completed
and prior to the heat transfer test.

Yes--except for "clip-on" type units,
which need not be in position, in which
case the two apertures on the front of the

container shall be in the closed position.

LLOYD The air leakage test is to be carried out
after any structural tests have been
completed

.

NM

MCECC The air leakage test is to be performed
prior to the heat transfer test.

NM

TTMA The air leakage test is to be conducted
prior to the body heat transfer test.

Either way-- if refrigeration unit is re-

moved, opening must be closed with an air-

tight plug similar to the front wall con-

struction in type, quality, and thickness

of insulation.

US DA The air leakage test may be made either
before or after the heat transfer test.

No--trailers with removable plug refrig-
eration units shall have the units removed
and the opening carefully closed with an

air-tight insulated plug.
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Part I, General (continued)

Desig-

nation
The test room

AAR The test room shall be of sufficient size to accomodate the car being tested. It shall

be sufficiently insulated and equipped with heating, cooling, and ventilating equipment

necessary to maintain the required temperature and air velocity conditions.

ABS To carry out tests in accordance with this standard, an insulated temperature control-

led and air-conditioned test chamber is required.

BSI General requirements for thermal testing stations are as follows: (1) suitable for

drive-in from road, (2) minimum clearance of 20 m long, 5 m wide, and 5.5 m high,

(3) and equipped with means for maintaining the required steady state conditions,

including necessary measuring and recording instruments.

ECE The empty body shall be placed in an insulated chamber.

ISO NM

LLOYD The container is to be placed in an insulated room.

MCECC The container is to be placed in an insulated room.

TTMA The test room is to be of sufficient size to accomodate the vehicle being tested and

capable of controlling temperatures as required.

USDA The walls and ceiling of the test room should be insulated sufficiently to prevent

condensation on the inner wall surface during cold weather. A low heat loss for the

test room makes it easier to keep the temperature uniform throughout the room. A good

vapor barrier should be applied at the inner wall surface or at the inner surface of

the insulation.
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Part II, Air leakage test

Desig-
nation

Floor drains, gaskets, and other apertures

AAR All floor drains or other similar openings in the car shall be made air tight for this

test. Doors and vent devices shall be closed in their normal manner and not sealed by

means other than their regular gaskets.

ABS NM

BSI All openings shall be sealed and blow-off valves rendered inoperative.

ECE NM

ISO The container should be in its normal operating condition and should be closed in the
_ ~ ^-m Q i mnnncr All H r a i n nnpn i 3fp fn rip cJn^PQno lUld L md Illlc L . nil uia ill uptu 1U^^ ait- i-u v*^ v. i-uotu .

LLOYD The container doors are to be closed in the normal manner and all openings to the

interior sealed to prevent air leakage.

MCECC Containers which have an integral nitrogen refrigeration unit usually have a small

relief device on the rear door to allow escape of nitrogen gas. It is recommended

that the relief device be covered with a thin sheet of plastic film, and taped.

TTMA All floor drains or other such air leak conduits must be sealed prior to testing and

all vents, doors, etc. , must be closed in the normal manner.

USDA All floor drains shall be plugged for this test.
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Part II, Air leakage test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Apparatus for air supply

AAR Car air leakage shall be measured by connecting a source of air at low pressure to a

suitable opening in the car and measuring the air flow necessary to maintain required
internal pressure.

ABS NM

BSI The interior of the equipment shall be pressurized by means of a blower or other

suitable air supply, through a leak-proof connection containing a suitable device
for measuring the air flow. A damper or by-pass connection shall be provided in

the air supply before the measuring device for regulation of the air flow and hence

the pressure inside the equipment.

ECE NM

ISO An air supply through a metering device and a suitable manometer is to be connected to

the container by a leak-proof connection. The manometer shall not be part of the air

supply system.

LLOYD The interior of the container is to be pressurized by means of a blower or other suit-

able air supply, through a leak-proof connection containing a device for measuring the

air flow. A damper or by-pass connection should be provided m the air supply before

the measuring device for regulation of the air flow and hence the pressure in the

conta iner

.

MCECC NM

TTMA Air can be provided by a blower or from a pressurized system capable of supplying

approximately 30 cubic feet of air per minute. Connections should be properly sealed

to prevent air leakage.

USDA Air can be supplied by a blower or from an air supply system, with capacity of at

least 50 cubic feet per minute.
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Part II, Air leakage test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Air pressure instruments Airflow instruments

AAR Use an inclined manometer connected to a

different opening in the car from the one

used to introduce air.

Use a variable area flow meter with scale
range such that the values of the readings
are within the middle 807=, of the scale
range

.

ABS NM NM

BSI Use a manometer capable of being read to

0.5 mm pressure

.

Use suitable device for measuring air
flow.

ECE NM NM

ISO Use a suitable manometer connected to the

container by a leak-proof connection.
Accuracy shall be T 5%.

The flow measuring device shall be accu-

rate to _ 3% of the measured flow rate.

LLOYD Use a manometer for pressure indication. The air supply shall contain a device for

measuring air flow.

MCECC Use a manometer for pressure indication. NM

TTMA Use an inclined manometer, accurate to

t 0.05 inch water column, with smallest
scale division not to exceed 0.02 inch
water column.

Use an orifice, volumetric displacement gas

meter, rotameter, or a flow meter and stop

watch, capable of accuracy of T 2% of the

quantity measured. Air through meter to

be within 70° to 90° F (21° to 32° C ).

USDA Pressure instruments shall be accurate
within _ 2.0 percent of the pressure or

pressure difference measured.

Flow can be measured with an orifice, vol-

umetric displacement gas meter, or other

flowmeter with a measuring capacity at or

below 50 cubic feet per minute. Accuracy

must be + 2% of quantity measured.
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Part II, Air leakage test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Locating air leaks

AAR The car shall be smoke tested to determine presence of any abnormal air leakage through

the car structure, and such abnormal condition shall be corrected prior to the test for

air leakage rate and the test for heat transmission.

ABS A smoke generator or other equivalent method is to be used to determine the location of

leaks which are to be made tight.

BSI Use a smoke generator, capable of producing large quantities of white smoke inside the

equipment with doors closed and same pressure as for air leakage test, and examine for
t-vafQc f\€ cmnlfp pmprffinff Ft'otti i7phirl p A simi 1 ai" t~p<^t" m£)v bp madp witb Ref n' perantLldLco Ul o 111U rvc c lilt 1 £i 1 1 1 ^ L L u 11 1 veil it « t\ D lllll ia L L ilia y uc uia WILU 1A J- i. lgt L u 11 ^

12, using a halide lamp to locate leaks.

ECE An inspection shall be made by an observer stationed inside the equipment which shall

be placed in a brightly illuminated area. Any method yielding more accurate results

may be used

.

ISO NM

LLOYD A smoke generator capable of producing large quantities of white smoke is placed inside

the container and the doors closed immediately after activating the generator. The

equipment is pressurized to 25mm (1 in ) water guage and the container examined for

traces of smoke leakage. A similar type of test may be carried out using a trace of

Refrigerant 12 instead of smoke, and leakage traced by means of a halide lamp.

MCECC NM

TTMA NM

USDA NM
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Part II, Air leakage test (continued)

Des ig-

nation
Vehicle and test room

temperatures

Pressure (or vacuum)

inside vehicle
Frequency of

instrument
read ings

AAR Air leakage shall be measured before

heating the car, and the car and test

room should be at the same temperature

during the test.

Pressure of 0.5 inch (12.5

mm) water guage for refrig-

erated/heated cars; 0.1

inch (2.5 mm) water guage

for insulated only cars.

NM

ABS NM Pressure of 13 mm (0.5

in ) water gauge.

NM

BSI The temperature inside and outside the

equipment shall be allowed to equalize

and shall be recorded at the time of

the test.

Pressure shall be main-

tained constant within
t 10%.

Every 10 min-

utes .

ECE NM NM NM

ISO The temperatures inside and outside the

container should be stabilized within
3° C (5.4° F ) of one another and both
shall be within the range of 15° to 25°C
(59° to 77° F )

.

Pressure of 25 3 1mm (1.0

_ 3/64 in ) water guage.

Record air flow

after steady

test conditions
have been
established

.

LLOYD The temperature inside and outside the

container shall be stabilized relative
to the ambient temperature.

Pressure of 25 mm (1 in)

water gauge, _ 10%.

10 minute

interva Is

.

MCECC NM Three tests, in succession

at 0.1 0.5 and 1.0 inch

water guage (2.5, 12.5,
and 25 mm)

.

NM

TTMA Trailer interior and exterior tempera-
tures should be stabilized within 3° C
(5° F ) of one another, and both tem-
peratures to be within the range of
70° to 90° F (21° to 32° C )

.

Pressure of 0.5 t 0.05 inch
water guage (12.5 "t 1.2 mm)

NM

US DA Trailer must be at about the same tem-
perature as ambient air, and in the
range from 70° to 90° F (21° to 32° C)

.

Pressure of 0.1 + 0.005
inch water guage.

NM
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Part II, Air leakage test (continued)

Design
nation

Duration of

test

Expression of

test results
Maximum permissible

air leakage

AAR NM Cubic feet per hour at

0.5 inch water pressure.
NM

ABS NM NM 8.5 cubic meters (300 cubic feet) per
hour

.

BSI 1 hour NM NM

ECE NM NM NM

ISO NM NM
o 3

Container m /hr ft /hr
40 ft 30 1059 (see page 38)
30 ft 23 812
20 ft 16 565
10 ft 9 318

LLOYD At least half-an-
hour

.

Cubic meters per
minute

.

0.14 cubic meters/minute (5 cubic feet/
minute)

.

MCECC NM Standard cubic feet
per hour.

NM

TTMA 3 minutes during
which interior pres-
sure is constant
within +0.05 inch

(1.2 mm) water guage

Cubic feet per minute
at pressure differen-
tial of 0.5 inch (12.5
mm) water column.

NM

USDA NM To the nearest 0.5
cubic feet per minute.

NM
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Part III, Heat transfer test

Desig-
nation

Methods used

Floor drains, gaskets, and other aperturesInternal
cooling

Internal
heating

A AT? No Yes C nmp oc fnr air Tpfllf^c^p tP^t" { Spe naop 19 ^OdllLC do 1-\J L ci L l 1 K— lJ a ^ i_ lc j L . ^ jcc a g c t- . /

ABS Yes Yes NM

BSI Yes Yes Any openings in the equipment which are required to be open to

atmosphere while transporting foodstuffs shall remain open during

testing. If they are required to be sealed, as for example floor

drains, they shall be sealed during testing.

ECE Yes Yes NM

Yes Y.es NM

LLOYD Yes Yes NM

No Yes C 0 TTia ru o -p /-\ >- 0 "i "V* I O 1 r- n i>q f- a o t" f c a& n o rrQ 1 0 1O d lilt; cio iUI d ± L led rVd c LcoL ^ o c: fcr |J d H, c 1 Z, / •

TTMA No Yes Same as for air leakage test (see page 12) .

US DA Yes No G *amo qc for a n v 1 PflVfltJP fpet-

f cop na pp 1 9 lOclulc: do 1UL all icalxcigc ucol. ^ occ page J-^-/ •
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Measuring weight change of vehicle

AAR NM

ABS NM

BSI When comparing the tare weight of the equipment with that recorded at an earlier date,

it must be remembered that changes may result from normal usage, from maintenance and

repair work carried out on the equipment, or from water accumulation in the insulation
of the equipment.

ECE NM

ISO NM

LLOYD NM

MCECC In order to determine any weight change due to moisture gain or loss during the heat
transfer test, it is recommended that the container or the chassis on which it is

mounted be placed on scales.

TTMA NM

USDA The trailer shall be placed on a scale mechanism before the heat transfer apparatus and

measuring devices are installed in the trailer. The scale mechanism shall be capable
of detecting and measuring a change of 0.5 pounds and shall have an accuracy of + 0.5
percent of the quantity measured.
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Apparatus for cooling inside of vehicle

AAR NA

ABS (a) Heat sink method: Similar to that as described below under "USDA;" or (b) Cryo-

genie method : After container has been precooled by its own refrigeration unit , a

cryogenic apparatus (such as one using liquid nitrogen) is operated to maintain inter-

nal temperature. The heat transmission of the container is determined by the loss in

weight of nitrogen in the tank.

BSI (a) Heat sink method: Similar to that as described below under "USDA;" or (b) Cooling
water method: A refrigerating unit is positioned inside the equipment and chilled
water is circulated through its condensor. The heat transfer is calculated from the

flow rate and change in temperature of the cooling water and the input of electrical
energy into the refrigerating unit.

ECE One or more heat exchangers shall be placed inside the body. The surface areas of

these exchangers shall be such that if a fluid at a temperature not lower than 0° C

(to prevent frosting) passes through them the mean inside temperature of the body

remains below +10° C when continuous operation has been established. Also, use an

air blower to maintain uniform temperature.

ISO No test method used shall result in frost build-up which could affect the test results

in any way

.

LLOYD (a) Brine system: An air cooler designed so that frost will not form on the coils when
the container is at the temperature of 5 C (41 F ) is placed in the container and

circulated with brine or other suitable secondary refrigerant from a refrigerating

plant, or (b) Heat sink method: Similar to that as described below under "USDA," or

(c) Cooling water method: Same as under "BSI" above.

MCECC NA

TTMA NA

USDA Heat sink method: Consists of a refrigerating unit, brine chiller, brine pump, brine

flowmeter, and brine heater located external to the vehicle. Inside the vehicle is a

cooling coil through which the brine flows, plus suitable heaters and fans to maintain

constant air temperature. Voltage regulation in the power supply shall be such as to

prevent fluctuation in excess of T 1 percent.
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Apparatus for heating inside of vehicle

AAR Use thermostatically controlled electric heaters with not less than 10 kW total capac-

ity, arranged for modulated or step control. Electric circulating fans shall be

arranged to assure uniform temperature in the car and in the test room. Increments of

the heat input and thermostat accuracy shall be as required to meet the test conditions.

ABS Use electric space heaters and temperature sensing devices to distribute heat evenly.

BSI An appropriate number of small electric heating elements of the black heat type and a

corresponding number of air circulating fans should be evenly distributed over the

length of the equipment.

ECE Electric heating appliances (resistors and the like) shall be used, fitted with an air

blower having a sufficient delivery rate to ensure that the temperature variations are

within the prescribed limits when continuous operation has been established.

ISO NM

LLOYD Use a number of small black fan electric heaters of approximately 1 kW each (about six

is recommended for a 20-ft. container) evenly distributed in the container. Controls
should allow separate operation of fans and heaters. In addition, at least one fan

should be provided in the container to ensure adequate air circulation throughout.

MCECC Use strip heaters, with or without integral fans, and one or more separate circulating

fans for even distribution of air within the container Heaters shall be placed not

less than 18 inches above the floor and in a manner to prevent direct radiation into

the sides, end walls, or floor of the container.

TTMA Use electric heaters and fans in number and capacity such that, during steady-state

(continuous operation), the power consumed shall not be less than 80% of the total

capacity of the heaters and/or the difference in air pressure between interior and

exterior of the vehicle shall not exceed "t 0.05 inch (1.2 mm) water column to

minimize "pumping" effect.

USDA NA
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Des ig-

nation
Air pressure instruments

AAR NM

ABS NM

BSI NM

ECE NM

ISO NM

LLOYD NM

MCECC It is recommended that the manometer used previously in the air leakage test remain
connected during the heat transfer test in order to determine any undue pressure build-

up within the container. Pressure of more than 2.5 mm (0.1 in ) in the container
should be released before commencing the heat transfer test.

TTMA Leave manometer connected to vehicle from previous air leakage test. During the heat
transfer test, the pressure differences between inside and outside the vehicle shall

not exceed "t 0.05 inch of water column.

USDA NM
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Electric power meters

AAR Use kilowatt-hour meters of the single phase, single stator type, with pointer type

register that do not require instrument transformers and which are accurate as follows:

100% current and 100% Power Factor, + 0.4%; 100% current and 50% Power Factor, ± 1.0%;

107,, current and 100% Power Factor, Z 0.5%. Voltage input to instruments and heaters

shall be regulated within + 57<> of their rated voltage.

ABS Use a watt-hour meter to measure the quantity of heat necessary to maintain a steady

temperature inside the container.

BSI Use kilowatt-hour meters that measure power consumption to an accuracy within Z 17<>, and

which are installed as close as possible to the load point to avoid errors due to

transmission losses. Voltage shall be controlled by an automatic voltage regulator.

Attention is drawn to BS 37, "Electricity meters, Parts 1 and 2, General Clauses ."

ECE NM

ISO The power measuring system shall be selected and calibrated accurate to T 2% of the

quantity measured.

LLOYD The electrical power consumed should be read on a kilowatt-hour meter to an accuracy

within t 1%.

MCECC Kilowatt-hour meters used to measure power consumption shall be accurate to within
+ 2% of the quantity measured.

TTMA The power measurement system shall be accurate within Z 2% of the quantity measured

(includes error due to voltage fluctuations in power supply and error due to inaccuracy

of the measurement system). The smallest scale division of the power measurement meter

shall not exceed one (1) watt-hour.

USDA Instruments used to measure electrical input to heaters shall be accurate to I 1.0% of

the quantity measured. Instruments used to measure other electrical quantities shall

be accurate to Z 2% of the quantity measured.
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Des ig-

nation
Liquid flow meters

AAR NA

ABS NM

BSI Flow rate shall be measured to an accuracy within + 17c . Flowmeters shall be specially
calibrated with the actual liquid and at the conditions of temperature, pressure, and
flow to be used. Attention is drawn to BS 1042, "Methods for the measurement of fluid
in pipes .

"

ECE NM

ISO The flowmeter systems shall be selected and calibrated to + 3%.

LLOYD The flow of brine through the cooler is measured by means of tanks or by flowmeter to

an accuracy of "t 1%.

MCECC NA

TTMA NA

USDA Flow shall be measured with an integrating liquid flowmeter having an accuracy of

_ 0.5 percent of the volume flow rate measured.
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Temperature instruments

AAR Use a 20-point recording potentiometer and copper-constantan Type "T" thermocouples,
with a minimum scale range of -25° F (-32° C ) to -125° F (52° C ) and accuracy of

"t 0.25% of scale range. Potentiometer shall be checked for accuracy before and after
each test by means of an ice bath or other temperature bath.

ABS NM

BSI Refer to British Standard BS 1041, "Code for Temperature Measurement." Temperature
measuring points shall be shielded against radiation. When measuring the temperature of
liquids such as required for heat leakage tests by internal cooling, it is recommended
that a direct measurement be made of temperature differences.

ECE Temperature measuring instruments shall be protected against radiation.

ISO The temperature measuring devices shall be selected and calibrated to t 0.5° C (+ 0.9°

F ). All temperature measuring instruments placed inside and outside the container
shall be protected against radiation.

LLOYD It is recommended that the temperatures be recorded by data logger or other multi-point
recording instrument. When measuring the brine temperatures in the internal cooling
test, it is recommended in the interests of accuracy that the temperature difference be

measured by differential thermometer rather than the individual temperatures of the

flow and return brine.

MCECC The temperature measurement instrument shall be accurate to + 0.5° F ("t 0.3° C ), and

copper-constantan thermocouples shall be accurate to 1 0.75° E ("t 0.5° C ). One of

the thermocouples shall be immersed in an ice bath for reference. Also, a mercurial
thermometer should be placed next to one of the outside thermocouples as an additional

check.

TTMA The temperature measurement device shall be accurate to + 2.0° F (t 1.1° C ) and the

smallest scale division of the device shall not exceed 2° F.

USDA Accuracy of the temperature measurement system: Wet and dry bulb air temperatures,
+ 0.4° F (t 0.25° C ); other temperatures + 0.5° F (t 0.3° C ). The system shall be

calibrated or monitored during the test by comparison with a certified standard temper-

ature measuring instrument calibrated in the appropriate temperature range.
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Barometric pressure instruments

AAR NM

ABS NM

BSI Readings of the barometric pressure in the test room shall be obtained, preferably by a

recording instrument.

ECE NM

ISO NM

LLOYD NM

MCECC NM

TTMA NM

USDA For barometric variations from standard (29.92 inches of mercury) of 1 inch or more,

the standard wet bulb temperature shall be lowered 1° F for each inch of mercury
UC^LcdoC J- 11 Ud L UlllC LL IL r coouic .
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Air temperature measurement points

Inside vehicle Outside vehicle (in test room)

Number Location Number Location

AAR 12 6 inches (15 cm ) from the surfaces
at each corner (8 required) and at
the top and bottom of each side
door (4 required)

.

6 6 inches (15 cm ) from the surfaces
of the car at the geometric centers
of the ends, sides, roof, and
underside

.

ABS NM At least 6 inches (155 mm) from any

wall ,
floor, or roof.

NM NM

BSI 14 4 inches (100 mm) from surfaces at

each corner (8 required) and at the

center-points of the six faces (6
required)

.

14 4 inches (100 mm ) from the surfaces
at each corner (8 required) and at
the center-points of the six outer
faces (6 required).

ECE 14 10 cm (4 in ) from walls at each
corner (8 required) and at the
centers of the inside faces (6 re-

quired). (Note: requirement for
tanks is different)

.

14 10 cm (4 in ) from each corner (8
required) and at the centers of

the outside faces (6 required).
(Note: requirement for tanks is

different
.

)

ISO 12 10 cm (4 in ) from corners (8 re-
quired) and from the centers of
sidewalls, floor, and ceilings (4
required)

.

12 10 cm (4 in ) from corners (8 re-

quired) and from the centers of
sidewalls, underside, and roof (4
required)

.

LLOYD 14 100 mm (4 in ) from surfaces at each
corner (8 required) and at the mid-
dle of each of the inner faces (6
required)

.

14 100 mm (4 in ) from surfaces at
each corner (8 required) and from
the middle of each of the external
surfaces (6 required).

MCECC 12 4 to 6 inches (10 to 15 cm) from sur-
faces at each corner (8 required) and
at the four angles formed by the
walls, floor, and ceiling at center
length of container (4 required)

.

6 4 to 6 inches (10 to 15 cm) from
center of sides, underside, and
roof (6 required).

TTMA 12 6 inches (10 cm) from surfaces at

each corner (8 required) and at the
middle of vehicle at center of walls
floor, and ceiling (4 required).

12 6 inches (10 cm) from corners (8
required) and middle of vehicle at
center of sides, underside, and
roof (4 required).

USDA 12 6 inches (15 cm) from surfaces at

each corner (8 required) and at
the middle of the trailer at cor-
ners at the ceiling and floor (4
required)

.

6 12 inches (30 cm) from the center
of each external surface.
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
na t ion

Humidity measurement points in

test room (applies only to in-

ternal cooling test method) Airflow inside vehicle

Number Location

AAR NA NA Maximum of 100 ft /min (0.5 meters/sec.) at any
point within 6 in (15 cm ) of inside wall surface.

ABS NM NM Air inside the container should circulate over the

electric space heaters so that the heat is evenly
distributed

.

BSI 2 4 inches (100 mm ) from
center-point of exterior
surfaces of front and
rea r walls

.

An appropriate number of air circulation fans should

be evenly distributed over the length of the equip-
ment .

ECE NM NM Use air blowers of sufficient delivery rate to in-

sure that temperature differences between any two

of 14 measuring points does not exceed 3° C (5.4°

F ).

ISO NM NM NM

LLOYD 2 100 mm (4 in) from
center of each end of

the container.

Use electrically driven fan to circulate air over
the heating or cooling elements and throughout the

container.

MCECC NA NA Circulating fans shall be so located in the container
as to give an even distribution of air and tempera-
ture within the container.

TTMA NA NA Heaters with fans are to be positioned above the

vehicle floor, and are to be directed to blow
vertically (upward)

.

USDA 2 One at rear and one at

front of trailer.
Air from fans must not blow directly on cracks or

seams

.
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Airflow outside vehicle (in test room)

MR Maximum of 500 feet/minute (2.5 meters/second) at any point within 6 inches (15 cm) of

the surface of the car.

ABS NM

BSI Approximately 2 m/second (6.6 feet/second) at a distance of 100 mm (4 in) from the

walls and roof.

ECE During the test, whether by the internal cooling method or by the internal heating
method, the atmosphere of the chamber shall be made to circulate continuously so that

the speed of movement of the air 10 cm (4 in) from the walls is maintained at between
1 and 2 meters/second (3.3 and 6.6 feet/second).

ISO NM

LLOYD The air in the room is to be circulated so that its speed measured approximately 100

mm (4 in) from the walls of the container is between 1 and 2 m/second (3 and 6 feet/

second)

.

MCECC The container shall be supported at its four corners 42 inches above test room floor.

Use four fans, each positioned 30 inches from container as follows: first fan to be

at front of container above roof to blow air over the roof toward the rear; second fan

at front below floor to blow air under container toward the rear; third fan next to side

at rear, and fourth fan on other side, to blow air forward along sides of container.

TTMA NM

USDA Fans shall be directed so that velocity of air against the exterior surface of the

vehicle is not in excess of 400 feet/minute (2 meters/second).
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Test temperatures for internal cooling (see also page 32)

Inside
vehicle

Outside vehicle (in test room) T between
inside and out-

side vehicle

Mean wall (aver-
age between in-

side and outside)dry DuiD dew point

AAR

*-> \ ? )

NA

°C (°F )

NA

°C (°F )

NA

°C (°V ")

NA

°C (°F 1

NA

ABS -18 (0) 38 (100) 50%
relative
humidity

i n, f sen

BSI n 4- « inu to lU

(32 to 50)

50 (122)
maximum

NM
(about)

25 f 771£-.3 \ 1 1 )

( about)

ECE 5 to LU

(41 to 50)

30 to 35

(86 to 95)

( about)

25 (77) ZU (JO)

minimum (about)

ISO D CO I.L

(41 to 72)

(about)

30 to 50

(86 to 122)

NM 20 to 45

(36 to 81)

20 to 32

(68 to 90)

LLOYD 5 (41)

minimum

35 (95) 32 (90) 30 (54) 20 (68)

MCECC NA NA NA NA

TTMA NA NA NA NA NA

USDA -18 (0) 38 (100) 28.6 (83.5)
see page 26 for

correction
factor

56 (100) 10 (50)
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Test temperatures for internal heating (see also page 32)

Inside
vehic le

Outside vehicle
(in test room)

AT between in-

side and outside
vehic le

Mean wall (average
between inside and

outside)

AAR

°C (°F )

38 (100)

°C (°F )

-18 (0)

°C (°F )

56 (100)

°C (°F )

10 (50)

ABS 50 (122)
maximum

22 (72)
maximum

28 to 56

(50 to 100)
36 (97)
maximum

BSI 50 (122)
maximum

5 (41)
minimum

45 (81)
maximum

27 (81)
(about)

ECE 30 to 35

(86 to 95)

5 to 10

(41 to 50)

20 (36)

minimum

20 (68)
( about)

ECE
tanks

45 to 50

(113 to 122)

15 to 20

(59 to 68)

25 to 35

(45 to 63)

30 to 35

(86 to 95)

ISO 30 to 50

(86 to 122)

5 to 22

(41 to 72)

20 to 45

(36 to 81)

20 to 32

(68 to 90)

LLOYD 50 (122)
maximum

20 (68)
(about)

30 (54)
(about)

35 (95)
(about)

MCECC 65 (150)
maximum

32 (90)
ma x imum

33 to 39

(60 to 70)
49 (120)
maximum

TTMA 32 to 60

(90 to 140)

4 to 32

(40 to 90)

28 to 56

(50 to 100)

18 to 46

(65 to 115)

USDA NA NA NA NA
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

°C

70—

|

60-

50-

40H

30-

20-

10-

0-

10-

20-

°C

70-

I M 0

AAR

I M 0 I M 0 I M 0 I M 0 I M 0 I M 0

ABS BSI ECE ISO LLOYD

Internal Cooling Method
(see page 30)

I M 0 I M 0 I M 0 I M 0 I M 0 I M 0 I M 0 I M 0

ABS BSI ECE ECE*
* tanks

ISO LLOYD MCECC TTMA

Internal Heating Method
(see page 31)

°F

158

140

h 122

104

- 86

- 68

50

32

14

-4
USDA

°F

158

140

-122

-104

- 86

- 68

- 50

32

_ 14

- -4

Note: I = inside

M = mean wall
0 = outside

GRAPHS OF TEST TEMPERATURES
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Allowable variations in temperature during steady-state

Desig-
nat ion

Inside vehicle,
dry bulb

Outside vehicle
Dry bulb Dewpoint

Between points
at a given time

Be tween
averages

Between points
at a given time

Between
averages

Between points
at a given time

Between
averages

AAR

°e (°f )

1.1 (2)

°C (°F )

38 t 1.1

(100 t 2)

°C (°F )

1.7 (3)

°C (°F )

-18 tl
(0 t 2)

°C (°F )

NA

°G (°F )

NA

ABS NM NM NM NM NM NM

BSI 2 (3.6) t 0.5 (0.9) 2 (3.6) + 0.5 (0.9) 2 (3.6) + 0.5 (0.9)

ECE 3 (5.4) t 0.5 (0.9)
(for tanks, 2

(3.6) between
compartments)

2 (3.6) 1 0.5 (0.9) NM 25 t 2

(77 t 3.6)

ISO 3 (5.4) 1.5 (2.7) 3 (5.4) 1.5 (2.7) NM NM

LLOYD 2 (3.5) t 0.5 (0.9) 2 (3.5) t 0.5 (0.9) 2 (3.5) + 0.5 (0.9)

1.7 (3) NM 1.7 (3) NM NA NA

TTMA 3 (5.4) 1.7 (3) 3 (5.4) 1.7 (3) NA NA

ncriAU OLIii 1.7 (3) -18 + 0.3

(0 t 0.5)

1.7 (3) 38 + 0.5

(100 + 1)

1.1 (2) 1.1 (2)
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Des ig-

nat ion

Allowable variations in power during steady-state
(continuous operation)

AAR The car shall be heated until equilibrium is established, that is, until the tempera-

tures inside and outside the car are constant within limits set forth herein and

electric input becomes stabilized.

ABS The container cooling unit is operated until the internal temperature has been lowered

f- ,-1 f- V. o romi i rpfl t" pmnp t"p t~i i T"PLU L [ i tr LCUUiicu LCllipcia LUiC .

BSI The average net rate of heat supplied (heating test) or extracted (cooling test) over

a period of 3 hours before and 3 hours after the main 12-hour test period, shall not

differ by more than 3% from that supplied or extracted during the 12-hour main test

period

.

ECE The difference between the mean thermal capacities measured over a period of not less

than 3 hours, before and after the test period of not less than 12 hours, shall be

less than 3%.

ISO Maximum percentage difference between the lowest and the highest power dissipation

/watt-hr\ ,, a ^ u o S -j c nr-it- Y-n pycppH "^7„ nf thf Inwpsf figure.
\ hr )

LLOYD The average rate of heat extraction or heat -input over a period of 3 hours before the

1 2" hour test period is not to differ by more than 3% from the average rate of heat

extraction or heat input for 3 hours following the test.

MCECC The interior of the container shall be heated for at least 30 hours to stabilize heat
f- 1 /-»t.i +- Vi v rti i rrVi (~ Vi d r1 rtn 1 3 i n P f t*7P lie;I 1UW LILI UUgll LUG LUllLd 111C1 wa i. J. o .

TTMA Maximum percentage difference between any two power dissipation values (watt-hours/

hour) is not to exceed 3% of the lowest figure. The values will be based upon readings

every 30 minutes for the first 3 hours and readings every 60 minutes for the next 5

hours (total 8 hours).

USDA After the trailer interior temperature and ambient temperature and humidity required

for the test have been attained, they shall be maintained for not less than 48 hours.

The heat transfer rate shall be determined from the last 12 hours of the 48-hour test

period

.
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Frequency of

instrument
readings

Duration of test

Pretest
period

Main test

period
Post- test
period

Minimum total

time required

AAR Hourly

Hours

( see page 34

)

Hours

10

Hours

NM

Hours

10

ABS 30 minutes (see page 34) 4 NM 4

BSI Not exceeding
15 minutes

3

(see page 34)

12 3

(see page 34

)

18

ECE Not less than 4

times per hour
3

(see page 34)

12 3

( see page 34

)

18

ISO At not more
than 30 minute
intervals

NM 8 NM 8

LLOYD 15 minutes 3

(see page 34)
12 3

(see page 34

)

18

MCECC Hourly 30

(see page 34)
24 2 56

TTMA Every 30 min-
utes for 3

hours , then
every 60 min-
utes for 5 hours

3

(see page 34)

8

(see page 34

)

NM 8

USDA 30 minutes 36

(see page 34)

12 NM 48
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Overall accuracy of test

AAR NM

ABS NM

BSI NM

ECE Testing stations shall be provided with the equipment and instruments necessary to en-

sure that the K coefficient is determined with a maximum margin of error of T 10%.

ISO NM

LLOYD NM

MCECC NM

TTMA NM

USDA The test method is intended to produce heat transfer determinations accurate within
~t 5 percent of the quantity measured.
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Expression of test results

AAR Results shall be expressed in two ways:
1. The overall "U" factor in Btu/hour/°F/square foot.
2. The Heat Transfer Rate (HTR) in Btu/hour/°F at °F car and °F room.

ABS kcal/hour, or Btu/hour at stated temperature inside and outside the container.

BSI The K-value (overall heat transmission coefficient) is measured in units of hourly heat
flow per unit surface area per degree temperature difference between the air outside
and inside the equipment.

ECE K coefficient of heat transfer in W/m^°C.

ISO U, the total heat transfer rate in W/°C.
K, the coefficient of heat transfer in W/m^°C.

LLOYD NM

MCECC U, the total heat transfer rate in Btu/hour °F.

TTMA U, the overall heat transmission rate in Btu/hour °F.

USDA The heat transfer rate (cooling load) shall be calculated according to the "comparison
heater" method and the "brine flow" method. Both results shall be corrected to 100° FA T, and must agree with 57» of one another. The test result will be the average of
luc tc&uiLb ul uLic two me t. nou s

, expressea to trie nesrest 5UU Btu/hour.
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Correction of test results

AAR NM

ABS NM

BSI NM

ECE NM

ISO If the air leakage rate exceeds the value on page 17 , but is less than a specified
higher value, the measured "U" value shall be increased by certain specified amounts.

LLOYD NM

MCECC For polyurethane insulation, test results should be corrected to 50° F mean wall
T
2
+ 300° F

temperature by formula: Uo = Ui , where U 0 = heat transfer rate atL 1
Ti + 300° F 2

50° F mean wall temperature, and = test result at mean wall temperature .

TTMA For polyurethane insulation of densities of 1.5 to 2.5 lb /ft ^ in vehicle walls which
contain uprights with nonmetallic furring, test results should be corrected to 50° F

Ti + 275
mean wall temperature by formula: U a i = x U _ , where U„i = heat transmission

T
2
+ 275 a2 al

at 50° F mean wall temperature, and Ua 2 = heat transmission at mean wall temp. T^.

USDA See page 37.
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Part III, Heat transfer test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Special provisions

A AP Cars equipped with blowers or other integral air moving apparatus shall be tested first
with the apparatus off, then repeated with the apparatus running.

A11C Where the internal heating (electric heating) method is used, a 450 kcal/hour (1800
Btu/hour) allowance for the latent heat leaka-ge of the container is to be added to the
calculated heat transfer rate for establishing the required capacity of the cooling
unit

.

BSI Information is given on measurement of heat leakage in the transient state.

ECE NM

ISO Because the ref rifferatinf? snd/or i n& unit- r>F +-Vi ^ rnnfai'nar TJ1* i i i-.^ „ ~

during the heat transfer test, air will not be flowing through the container air
circulation system. Care should be taken when using the K and U values from the test,
as those values may be lower than under service conditions.

LLOYD NM

MCECC NM

TTMA A high capacity "booster" heater is turned on first to achieve required inside temper-
ature, after which it is turned off and smaller heaters are activated to maintain in-
side temperature.

USDA (1) A pressurizing enclosure covering the entire front of the trailer shall be attached
for the cooling load test. A blower shall be used to maintain a positive air pressure
in the enclosure; and (2) when taking air temperature inside the trailer, each group of
4 temperature sensing elements may be connected in parallel and read as a single temp-
erature, reducing the number of readings to three.
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Part IV, Operational cooling test

Desig-
na t ion

Heating device to be

placed inside

vehicle

Test temperatures

Inside
vehicle

Outside vehicle
(in test room)

AAR NM NM NM

ABS NM Cool container down to its

design temperature.

BSI NM NM NM

ECE For new equipment, a device
with capacity equal to 35%

of the heat transfer rate

of the body at specified

At.

First equalize vehicle in-

side and test room tempera-
ture. Then cool vehicle to

specified level.

30° t 0.5° C , with dew
point of 25° I 2° C.

Measuring points and air

flow same as for heat
transfer test.

ISO A heater with capacity of

at least 25% of the heat

transfer rate of the body

at specified A T.

Cool inside of container to

temperature as specified
for the type of container
being tested.

As specified for the type

(class) of vehicle being
tested

.

LLOYD NM NM NM

MCECC NM NM NM

TTMA NM NM NM

USDA NM NM NM
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Part IV, Operational cooling test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Frequency of

temperature
read ings

Duration of test

Cool -down
period

At specified inside temperature

Without heating de-
vice turned on

With heating device
turned on

AAR NM NM NM NM

ABS NM As required 12 NM

BSI NM NM NM NM

ECE At least every 30

minutes

Maximum of 24 hours
for vehicles with
fixed eutectic
plates

.

0 12 (no replenishment
of expendable re-

frigerant allowed
during cool-down or
during 12-hour test)

ISO NM As required 8 4 (no refuelling
permitted during the

12-hour (8+4) test
period)

.

LLOYD NM NM NM NM

MCECC NM NM NM NM

TTMA NM NM NM NM

USDA NM NM NM NM
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Part IV, Operational cooling test (continued)

Desig-
nation

Wa rmup test

MR NM

ABS After the cooling test, the refrigerating unit (appliance) is to be stopped and the

temperature rise within the container is to be recorded hourly for 6 hours, together

with the outside surface temperatures of the floor, roof, and walls.

BSI NM

ECE NM

ISO NM

LLOYD NM

MCECC NM

TTMA NM

USDA NM
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Part IV, Operational cooling test (continued)

Desig-

na t ion
Separate testing of refrigerating units (appliances)

AAR NM

ABS NM

BSI NM

ECE If the refrigeration appliance (unit) is tested separately, it must have a refrigerating
capacity equal to 1.75 times the heat transfer rate of the vehicle body at the inside
and outside temperatures specified for the class of equipment being tested.

ISO NM

LLOYD NM

MCECC NM

TTMA NM

USDA NM
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Part V, Operational heating test

Desig-
nation

Test temperatures

Frequency of

temperature
readings

Duration of

testInside
vehic le

Outside vehicle
(in test room)

MR NM NM NM NM

ABS NM NM NM NM

BSI NM NM NM NM

ECE Apply heat to attain
required AT. In-

crease AT 35% for
new equipment.

Uniform and constant
at as low a level as

possible

.

At least every 30

minu te s

.

12 hours.

ISO NM NM NM NM

LLOYD NM NM NM NM

MCECC NM NM NM NM

TTMA NM NM NM NM

USDA NM NM NM NM
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